Preflight
Dockyard’s Entrepreneurship Jumpstart
Day 2 F’ing Accounting

Welcome to
Accounting
This class focusses on money, asset
liabilities, equity and financing options.
Accounting is one of the most complex discipline
in business so instead of going in-depth on any on
particular aspect we are going to introduce several ke
concepts that can make or break a small business
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*When this is a five-week course it will be spread ove
two sessions. And I don’t want to make two slide decks

Business Accounting
You don’t need to be an expert
But you have to understand it.
Accounting and money management is one of,
if not the most critical aspect of
entrepreneurship.
Ensuring that bills get paid, inventory supplies
are steady and predictable, payroll gets paid.
Although many attribute a business’ failure or
success to the product or service being offered,
it’s usually money mismanagement that
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collapses startups.
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The three major Financial

Assets and Liabilities. How &

Different strategies for financing

Statements.

when to record revenue,

Debt, Equity, and W.A.C.C.

And how to Game Them.

expenses,
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Key Results
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Key Results

04
KPI’s and Formulas. Blurgh

Statement from the author

Sandenn Killoran
CEO Dockyard
“I hate accounting. It is the worst part of
running a business. Unfortunately, it is
also one of the most critical. A
fundamental understanding of accounting

Sandenn Killoran

principles, especially around cashflow and

12 years Management

financing can be the difference between

Experience, Marketing and

success and failure.”

Comms Specialist. EMBA
Husband, Father, Elected
Official, Lover of all things
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new.

How to avoid trouble
And not look dumb
For most small business owners there are
really only three major financial reports
that you need to understand:
1. The Balance Shee
2. The Statement of Cash Flow
3. The Statement of Income or P&

Other businesses may need to consider
the statement of shareholder equity but we
can get away with just considering those
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liabilities for the moment.
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Let’s go Slow
This is complex stuff, please stop me if
I say something you don’t understand.
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Section 1
Financial
Statements
Balance Sheets must equal out and
have three distinct sections
Assets - something owned by the
company, will confer expected future
benefits
Liabilities - the costs incurred by a
company
Stockholder’s Equity - The claims of
the shareholders to the assets of the
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company
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Kinds of Assets
There are two major kinds of assets that a company can
maintain. Current Assets and Long-Term Assets.

The differentiation between the two is the amount of
time that it takes to transform them into Cash or
revenue.For example your accounts receivable net
balance is a current asset

Long-term Assets generally fall into a few categories,
one being PPE Property Plant and Equipment. This is
not inventory as inventory is ready to be sold or used in
the short term to make cash, but your location,
machinery, etc. Intangible assets like “Goodwill” are also

.


included in Long term assets.
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Kinds of Liabilities
Liabilities
Represent a company’s future economic sacrifices.
Loan balances, Accounts Payable, can be interest on
non-interest bearing.

Stockholder’s Equity
Represent capital that has been invested by the
stockholders. Either directly via purchase of equity or
indirectly by retained earnings that have not been paid
out in dividends.

Again we have Current and Long-Term Liabilities
The difference being liabilities that need to be paid in the
coming year versus those with arrangements to be paid
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out over additional time.

Why This Is Important
Your Balance Sheet

Jargon
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This provides a snapshot of your company at you
year end. It forces you to see how your business i
doing year-to-year
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To game this report for day-to-day usethose of us who don’t do ou
own book-keeping, we want to keep an eye on thre
Key things
1. The total of our current assets
2. The presence of our absence of retained earning
3. And our current liabilities (what do we have to pay this year)
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Income Statements P&L
So this is the money snapshot.
An income statement or a profit and loss
(quickbooks). Provides a snap shot or series of
snapshot of the money that came in versus the
money that went out in a given amount of time.
Your Gross Profit is the amount you make
from sales minus the cost of producing those
goods or services.

Your other expenses which will include taxes

 


 


 


 


will factor into your net income.

Why This Is Important
Profit and Loss
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The P&L is the easiest to understand, of all of the financial reports
It represents the most concise consideration of the financial health
o
your business. Month over month you should be monitoring these
reports to ensure that costs are managed and revenue.
Here are three points to remember about Income Statements
1. COGS or cost of goods sold are operating expenses and are
generally variable costs, so you can play with them
2. Revenue is recorded when the service or product has been
delivered not necessarily when you get paid for it
3. EBIT or EBITDA are acronyms for (Earnings Before Interest,
Taxes) Depreciation and Amortization. (Important when selling
the strength or value of your company).

Jargon
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Statement of Cash Flow
Our last financial report is also the most complex.
However, it may also be the most useful. We have
looked at two reports that in a sense are snapshots.
Meant to provide you an overview of your business at a
moment in time.

Cashflows on the other hand are more of a living report.
It shows the revenue and expense sources with the
context of time. Having an understanding of this report

 


 


can be critical to the stability of your business.

Why This Is Important
Statement of Cash Flows
Too complex to fully explain in a non-graduate level course
But here’s what you need to know
1. Cash Flows give you the timing of your revenue and expense
1.1. Meaning that it gives you the opportunity to see when
you’ll need money vs when you’ll have it. This is a critical
step
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2. Cash Flow strategies can include using lines of credit to bridge
gaps, identifying slow paying clients and optimizing how you
produce, manufacture or ship your products or services.
3. Mastery of cashflow strategy allows you to use debt to maximize
business velocity and avoid the burden of costly interest.
4. It also makes sure that you can afford to run payroll.

Jargon
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Break
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Financing Strategies
Ok, let your brain cool down, we are getting
back to the fun stuff.
It takes a lot of trial and error to master those
reports. But if you focus on the key aspects of each
you can start making strategic “money moves

Next we are going to discuss the different strategies

”


around financing your business operations.
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Bootstrapping
Bootstrapping is a common term used to define lean
startup mentalities. It also is a good way to describe the
financing strategy we are using here at Dockyard.

Starting small scale and essentially making the money
to unlock the next stage of your company’s
development is a very common way to get started
But clearly has its challenges. You can’t pay regular
salaries, you go into personal debt because the
company doesn’t have the money to reimburse
expenses. However, when you grow and make money
you and your business are the first recipients of that
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money.
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Debt
Financing
Debt financing is another way to approach funding
your business. By incorporating you may be able to
access a business loan or line of credit. These tools
have lower levels of interest and can help you bridge
the gaps between product or service delivery and
payment. However, it is tough to get a business loan
out of the gate from traditional financial institutions
and entities like the CBDC that specialize on early

 


stage loans can only offer relatively small amounts.
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Equity Financing / VC
If you don’t have the money to bootstrap and
don’t want to go into debt, you can always sell
part of your company. There are number of
ways that you can do this but essentially you
can sell interest in your business to an investor,
a fund, a partner and receive the necessary
capital to get your business to that next step

Atlantic Canada, in particular northern NB is at
a huge deficit when it comes to qualified

.
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investors
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The Weighted
Cost of Capital
Not all methods of capital raises are created
equal.
Don’t worry about the formula, it’s built into
excel. We have discussed the different ways
that a company can finance growth or
operations
1. Bootstrap from retained earning
2. Debt financin
3. Equity Financin
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Each method has its benefits and drawbacks
but when evaluating a company outside
investors will look at how much value is being
produced by the kind of financing being used.

End of Accounting Stuff
Accounting Day is Complete
Thank the lord

Obviously, we just scrapped the thinnest layer
of the surface but hopefully you can see how
these accounting principles affect your
business
There is a reason that a CFO is usually
employee number 3, it takes a special kind of
person to dig into these details but the benefits
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of doing it well are undeniable.

